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Figure 1: HSNA workflow split into five steps: textual sources acquisition, digitization, annotation, network creation, network
visualization, and analysis. We list potential pitfalls for each step.

ABSTRACT

We describe the workflow followed by historians when conducting a
Historical Social Network Analysis (HSNA) with five steps: textual
sources acquisition, digitization, annotation, network creation, and
analysis/visualization. While most analysis and visualization tools
only support the last step, we argue that addressing the 2–3 last steps
would boost the humanists’ analytical capabilities. We explain why
the network modeling process is particularly challenging and can
lead to distortions of the sources, biases, and traceability problems.
We list three main properties that we believe the constructed network
should satisfy: alignment with reality/documents (not only with con-
cepts), traceability (from documents to analysis/visualization and
back), and simplicity (understandable by most and not more complex
than needed). We claim that the model of bipartite dynamic multi-
variate network with roles allows an effective annotation/encoding
of historical sources while satisfying these properties. We provide
real-world examples of how this model has been used to answer
socio-historical questions using visual analytics tools.

Index Terms: Applied computing—Arts and humanities
Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization applica-
tion domains—Visual analytics;

1 INTRODUCTION

Tools for social network visualization tend to ignore the context in
which the networks are produced, where they come from, and the
workflow that led from their origin (e.g., documents, polls, inter-
views, web scraping) to their network form. Yet, social historians
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need to generate many networks from the same documents/sources
to visualize and analyze them. In this article, after describing the
current Historical Social Network Analysis [48] (HSNA) workflow,
we explain why and how effective tools for supporting this process
should model social networks in multiple steps to support three es-
sential principles: traceability, connection to reality, and simplicity.
These principles emerged from our joint experience as historians
and computer scientists while collaborating on multiple projects.

Social historians’ goal is to characterize socio-economic phenom-
ena and their dynamics in a restricted period and place of interest, to
see how individual people of that time lived through those changes.
For this, they rely on historical documents such as conversational
letters, censuses, and marriage acts. They usually extract qualitative
and quantitative information from an identified corpus of documents,
to then make conclusions on interesting socio-economic topics such
as migrations, business dynamics, education, and kinship. For do-
ing this, historians can apply Social Network Analysis (SNA), a
method—sometimes referred to as a paradigm—which consists in
modeling the social relationships between a set of entities—usually
individuals—into a network. Much work has been done to adapt
SNA to the context of historical document exploitation, and although
several approaches coexist, they can be brought together under the
banner of Historical Social Network Analysis [48] (HSNA) or His-
torical Network Research [27] (HNR). While the goals of HSNA
and SNA are similar, several important differences exist. Sociolo-
gists can construct a network from direct observations of the world;
historians only rely on sources, often incomplete. They collect dated
documents, annotate them, and construct networks from the anno-
tations that they finally analyze and visualize to find hypotheses or
invalidate them. Their network model is strongly influenced by the
structure of the documents. Moreover, historians always need to
relate to the temporal aspect of their sources that should be reflected
in the networks, which is not always the case in sociology.

Unfortunately, the HSNA process is often linear, and it is com-
mon that, when visualizing their network, historians spot errors and
inconsistencies in the annotations that they could have fixed if the
process was iterative.



Moreover, historical documents are often complex, and the an-
notation and modeling process can be done in many different ways.
Several network models have been proposed ranging from simple
and specific ones like co-occurrence networks to more general and
complex ones such as multilayer networks and knowledge graphs.
Simple models allow answering specific questions and are easy to
manipulate but are often too simplistic and may distort the informa-
tion contained in the documents. Moreover, they often break the
traceability from the analysis to the original documents, making the
process of cleaning the annotations complicated. Indeed, errors and
mismatches often occur in the annotation process, for example, due
to entity disambiguation problems. On the contrary, too complex
models are complicated to visualize and analyze, and historians do
not always have the tools to create them properly. This paper pro-
poses to model historical datasets as bipartite multivariate dynamic
networks, where both persons and documents are modeled as nodes
with attributes. While this model is simple enough for creation and
inspection, it allows tracing back the entities of the network to the
original sources for a continuous annotation process and still accu-
rately models the social relationships mentioned in the documents.
Historians can therefore use this model to simultaneously find errors
and inconsistencies in their annotation process, allowing them to
iterate between the annotation and analysis steps while starting a
first analysis and exploration of the data to answer their questions.

2 RELATED WORK

We summarize here work bridging social history to network analysis
and visualization.

2.1 Quantitative History
Traditionally, historians try to tell a story about protagonists and
socio-economic facts in a given society by reading, understanding,
and linking together historical sources. This narrative approach to
history has been criticized for its lack of traceability and the open in-
terpretation of historical documents, which can introduce bias from
the author. To solve this problem, the “Annales school” (Ecole des
Annales) proposed to characterize past social phenomena through
the exhaustive and systematic analysis of historical documents [41].
Quantitative approaches then emerged in the 1960s with the appro-
priation of statistical and computer science methods to analyze data
extracted from historical documents. This is the case of Historical
Demography, which works on nominative data to produce quanti-
tative results on fertility and mortality [22]. Unfortunately, these
approaches have been criticized for their simplifications and for con-
suming considerable time while often providing simple results [26].
Approaches using digital methods and tools are nonetheless more
and more popular, sometimes referred to under the umbrella term
Digital Humanities. If their adoption remains slow and sometimes
criticized among historians, they still provide tools to store, explore,
and analyze historical documents systematically if used appropri-
ately (i.e. not trying to bias the analyzes) [8, 28]. It can also provide
infrastructure and tools to study large historical databases, as with
the Venice Time Machine project [25] which aims at digitizing and
analyzing thousands of documents from the archives of Venice to
understand the political, geographical, and sociological dynamics of
the cities across generations and centuries.

2.2 Social Network Analysis and History
In Sociology, networks have been a common metaphor to talk about
social relationships [16] which can be easily thought of as invisible
bonds linking individuals, forming a global structure of connections
similar to a mesh or a web. After extensive work in graph theory and
network modeling developed in the 1950s, anthropologists and soci-
ologists started to borrow those concepts from maths and use them
to model social relations—such as family, friendships, or business
ties—with networks [7, 16]. SNA revolutionized classical Sociology

by trying to explain social phenomena through the lens of real in-
teractions modeled as networks [1], while classical methods were
revolving around predefined social groups such as age and gender.

History started to use those concepts and methods in the
1980s [48] in order to criticize quantitative history concepts and
results, and to develop historical approaches—like Microstoria [18]—
that focus on the study of individuals and groups through the lens of
their interactions and relationships directly extracted from historical
documents. Since then, HSNA has been applied by sociologists
and historians to study multiple kinds of relationships, like kinship
and political mobilization [31], administrative and economic pa-
tronage [34], etc. If these approaches fall under similar critics of
quantitative history [29], lots of historians are using and continu-
ously improving this method which can be very effective in studying
relational historical phenomena [27]. Moreover, historians rarely
rely on a single approach when studying an era or phenomenon, they
mix methods and tools from several domains of social and formal
sciences with their own practices [37, 39].

2.3 Network Modeling
Social scientists started to model social relationships using simple
graphs G = (V,E) with V a set of vertices representing actors—very
often persons—and E ⊆ V 2 a set of edges modeling a social tie
between pairs of actors [16].

The (H)SNA network models have evolved over time to better
take into account concrete properties of social networks, such as
types of actors using labeled networks, the importance of actors or re-
lations with weighted networks, mixed relationships with multiplex
networks, dynamics of relations with dynamic networks. Bipartite
networks have been proposed to model relations between two types
of entities, such as organization and employees, where the relations
link employees to organizations but not employees to employees or
organizations to organizations. Many social situations or documents
can be modeled in these terms (affiliation lists or co-authoring).
Multivariate networks, i.e., graphs, where vertices and edges can
be assigned multiple “properties” or “attributes”, are less used in
SNA. These attributes are often considered secondary, the emphasis
of SNA being on the topology, its features, measures, and evolution.

Historians, demographers, sociologists, and anthropologists have
been designing specific data models for their social networks, based
on genealogy or more generally, kinship [21]. For genealogy, the
standard GEDCOM [17] format models a genealogical graph as a
bipartite graph with two types of vertices: individuals and families.
This format also integrates an “event” object, but it is diversely
adapted in genealogical tools. The Puck software has extended its
original genealogical graph with the concept of “relational nodes” to
adapt the data model to more family structures and to integrate other
social relationships for anthropology and historical studies [20].

2.4 Social Network Visualization
Social scientists such as sociologists and historians always used
visual representations for social networks [10], mainly for com-
munication purposes and sometimes for exploration [6]. Moreno
elaborated on sociograms in the 1930s to visualize friendships us-
ing circles and lines to represent persons and ties, in a node-link
fashion [33]. Node-link diagrams are still the most widely used
technique in SNA and HSNA by far to represent networks, despite
scalability issues. The most used social network visual analytics
software, such as Gephi [4] and Pajek [35], are based on this type of
representation and allow a fully integrated exploration and analysis
with the help of various algorithms. The visualization community
also proposed other representations to visualize networks, such as
matrices [5], and to explore other network types such as dynamic hy-
pergraphs with PAOHVis [46], clustered graphs with NodeTrix [23],
geolocated social networks with the Vistorian [43], and multivariate
networks with Juniper [36]. Jigsaw [44] is designed to analyze a
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collection of documents. It encompasses the gathering of documents,
named entity recognition, with analysis and visualization methods;
the last three steps of our workflow. These documents and entities
form a multi-partite network with a few attributes (e.g., document
title, date) but without roles. Except for Jigsaw, most of the tools
proposed are solely focused on the exploration and analysis of the
final network and do not take into account the context of the whole
HSNA process which led to the network creation.

3 HISTORICAL SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS WORKFLOW

The essence of the Historical discipline is based on a critical ap-
proach to sources and involves considering peers’ work. Traditional
approaches to history often focus on the construction of a narra-
tive, without necessarily adopting a systematic and problematized
approach to the exploitation of original sources. Social history and
the “Annales School” brought answers to this problem by propos-
ing to rigorously extract information from historical documents
and make conclusions from them. Similarly, Glaser and Strauss
developed the “Grounded Theory” [19] as a methodology for the
humanities to build hypotheses and theories by solely studying and
categorizing real-world observations, without starting from prior
knowledge and predefined categories. Later on, in the 1960s, quan-
titative methods started to be used in history, providing statistical
and later computer-supported tools to aid historians in grounding
their analysis in mathematical models and methods. Unfortunately,
the lack of methodology and understanding between the two worlds
led to many criticisms by historians pointing to using wrong met-
rics, simplifying categories, and disconnections between the original
documents and analysis [26, 30]. HSNA, which can be seen as a
sub-component of quantitative history, has been criticized for similar
reasons [29]. Still, the usage of networks for historical analysis
provided some interesting results and classical works [37], meaning
that a clearer and more rigorous methodology with simple tools
grounded in the historian workflow and sources could improve the
methods of the field. Karila-Cohen and al. provide advice on how to
use quantitative methods in history [26] while Dufournaud describes
her workflow when studying the socio-economic status of women
in France in the 16th and 17th centuries, which she splits into three
steps: data collection, data processing, and data analysis [14]. From
our own projects of HSNA we conducted during the last years in col-
laborations with historians, we propose an HSNA workflow divided
into 5 steps: textual sources acquisition, digitization, annotation,
network creation, and finally, visualization and analysis (see Fig. 1).
Textual Sources Acquisition Historians’ first step is gathering a
set of textual historical documents mentioning people with whom
they will have social ties. For this, they usually take documents
from a specific source—such as a folder from a national or local
archive—and restrict them to a period and place that they want to
study. They also often restrict themselves to one document type—
such as marriage or notary acts—to focus the analysis on one or few
types of social relationships that they want to understand in depth.
However, one rule of the historian’s method is to crosscheck from
multiple sources, so an initial corpus is often extended with another
set of related sources. Once they restricted their search to a set of
documents, a time, and a geographic area, they try to exhaustively
find all the documents matching the desired properties, as missing
documents can result in uncertainty in the network structure
and therefore the sociological conclusions (P1).
Digitization Digitization consists in converting the sources into a
digital format. This step can be skipped for the most recent periods
where many documents have been produced digitally or can be
scanned and well digitized through optical character recognition
(OCR), allowing to tremendously ease the storage, indexation, and
annotation of the documents. However, before mid 20th century,
most historical primary sources are stored in archives in paper format
and needed human work to be digitized. Mismatches between the

original documents and the transcription can occur for old and
recent documents (P2). However, if OCR tools are more and more
efficient in English and highly used languages, historians can work
with old documents written in old or extinguished languages and
with atypical writings (e.g., Fraktur handwriting and typefaces for
German in the early 20th century). Therefore, OCR tools are often
unusable in social history, and digitization remains an expensive and
sometimes highly skilled process.
Annotation Annotation is the process of finding and extracting use-
ful information from the documents concerning the persons, their
social ties, and any useful information for the historian. This ex-
tra information can concern the persons (their age, profession, sex,
ethnicity, etc.) and their social relationships (type, date, place). It
encompasses named-entity recognition (NER) as well as their res-
olution. Historians also sometimes annotate information on other
entities mentioned in the documents, such as art objects or admin-
istrative entities. Usually, historians have a first idea of what they
want to annotate in the data as they already explored the documents
beforehand and have knowledge of their subject of study, with hy-
potheses they want to explore. It is, however common, that they can
change their mind through the annotation process, by reflecting on
what they found in the documents. Unfortunately, this can produce
missing annotations (P3) and inconsistent annotations (P4) at
the end of the process if annotators are not careful. This task can
also be challenging, and the choice of annotations has an impact on
the final network. Historians also face ambiguity in the process, as
several different persons and entities (like cities) can have the same
name (homonyms), refer to a place name that has disappeared (street
name or city), or to an ambiguous person (e.g., John Doe). They,
therefore, have to follow a NER and resolution/disambiguation pro-
cess to identify entities in the sources and disambiguate them across
several documents. Entity resolution has always been a problem in
social history—as it is more generally in text analysis, where typical
groundwork consists in crossing information about the same entities
from different heterogeneous sources [3]. However, errors in the
disambiguation process can lead to important distortions in the final
network structure and properties [13], e.g, people connected to the
wrong “John Doe”.

Historians usually carry out this process manually but can also
use automated methods and refine the results themselves later. Un-
fortunately, errors are common in this step as automated methods
do not provide perfect accuracy, nor doing it manually given the
lack of global information (P5).

The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) [45] is an XML vocabulary
and a set of guidelines typically used to encode and annotate docu-
ments, and the events happening in these documents (unclear parts,
gaps, mistakes, etc.). It is also used for historical texts and to gener-
ate social networks [43]. Unfortunately, the guidelines are not meant
to define a canonical annotation, and different persons can interpret
the guidelines in different ways, leading again to inconsistent anno-
tations of corpora (P4) and to errors or distortions in social networks
derived from these annotations.
Network Creation Historians construct a network from the annota-
tions of the documents. Usually, all persons mentioned are annotated
and will be transformed into network nodes (vertices). Additional
information such as their age, profession, and gender can be stored
as node attributes. How the network’s links are created is not as
trivial and can vary from project to project [2]. The most straight-
forward approach is to create a link between every pair of persons
mentioned in one document, thus forming a clique motif. This is
a simplistic heuristic as social relationships can be quite complex,
involving more than two persons who can have different roles in the
relationship. The choice of the network model has a major impact
on the future analysis, and may add bias if chosen loosely (P6).
More complex models have been proposed in the literature, such as
weighted, dynamic, bipartite, and layered networks.



Network Analysis and Visualization Once historians have con-
structed a satisfactory network, they start exploring and analyzing it
with visualization and quantitative methods. The final goal of HSNA
is to find interesting patterns and link them to social concepts to gain
high-level socio-historical insights [16]. Usually, historians start to
represent their network to visually confirm information they know,
then to gain new insight with exploration. Representations need to
be chosen wisely given the network as some insight may be seen
only with some specific visualization technique (P7). To test or
create a new hypothesis, historians usually rely on algorithms and
network measures. They have to interpret the results carefully
(P8) as some algorithms act as black boxes and some measures are
hard to interpret, with unclear sociological meaning (e.g., centrality).

4 NETWORK MODELING AND ANALYSIS

Historians usually construct one or several networks from their an-
notated documents that they will visualize and analyze to validate or
find new hypotheses. As the processing steps of the workflow are
often not transparent (digitization, annotation, network modeling), it
can be difficult for the reader of an HSNA study to understand how
the network has been constructed, what it represents, and to trace
back the network entities to the original sources [14]. Moreover,
visualizing the network very often highlights errors and artifacts of
the annotations, along with potential mismatches between the net-
work model and the analysis goals. Historians then have to correct
or change their annotations, even though it is a very tedious and
demanding process to repeatedly switch back and forth between
the network and the annotated documents. Several network models
make the task harder as they do not directly represent the docu-
ments, and it is thus difficult to relate a network entity to a specific
document and annotation. Therefore, we believe that more visual
analytics tools should support social scientists in annotating and
modeling their documents to make the HSNA process less linear
by allowing easier back and forth between the annotation, model-
ing, and visualization steps. Moreover, network models satisfying
traceability, reality and simplicity properties would mitigate those
problems by allowing to navigate more easily between the network
and the documents while still modeling well the social relationships
mentioned in the sources and being easy enough to visualize and
manipulate to detect potential errors and inconsistencies.

4.1 Network Models
Currently, historians use various network models depending on their
knowledge of network science, the content of their documents, their
annotations schema, and their analysis goal. We describe here the
most used network models in HSNA along with more recent ones:
• Simple Networks [48]: According to their research hypotheses,

historians select and merge document information to build a spe-
cific relationship between individuals. They analyze this simple
network structure with SNA tools and produce network indicators
and node-link visualizations. It is often difficult to connect the
results to the original sources.

• Co-occurrence networks [42]: Only the persons are represented
as nodes, and two persons are connected with a link when they
are mentioned in the same document (or section). This is a simple
model and one of the first to have been used in SNA and HSNA.
The major drawback of this model is that it does not take into
account the diversity of social relationships, as every link is iden-
tical. It can work well when only one type of social relationship
is studied, like a friendship network [33]. However, historical
documents rarely mention only one type of relationship, and this
model is thereby very limiting for HSNA.

• Multiplex Unipartite Networks [15] : Only the persons are
represented as nodes, and links model social ties between two
persons. Links can have different types representing different
types of social relationships e.g., as parent, friends, and business

relationships. One of the main drawbacks of this model is that it
creates parallel edges that are hard to visualize.

• Bipartite (also called 2-mode) Networks [20] : Nodes can have
two types: persons and documents in this network model. A link
refers to a mention of a person in a document and can thus only
occur between persons and documents nodes. Usually, links are
not typed and only encode mentions. More recent analyses in
HSNA encode the roles of the persons in the documents as link
types [11]. This network model is more aligned with the original
sources and allows following an analysis through the original
documents themselves and not through concepts. For example,
the GEDCOM format introduces the concept of “family” that ties
together a husband, spouse, and children with different link types.
However, the concept of family can have different meanings across
time and cultures, meaning that GEDCOM adds a conceptual layer
instead of grounding the network to concrete traceable documents
and events (e.g., no marriage but birth certificates).

• Multilayer Networks [32]: in these networks, each node is
associated with a layer l and becomes a pair (v, l), allowing to
connect vertices inside a layer or between layers. These advanced
networks have received attention from sociologists [12] and histo-
rians [47], but they are complex. The meaning of a layer varies
from one application to another; it can be time (years), type of
document, origin of the source, etc. They, therefore, offer many
options for modeling a corpus, and visualizing it, with no generic
system to support historians in taming their high complexity.

• Knowledge Graphs (KG) [24]: they represent knowledge as
triples (S,P,O) where S is a subject, P is a predicate, and O is an
object. Everything is encoded with these triples using controlled
vocabularies of predicates and rules known as ontologies. KG
is popular for encoding knowledge on the web, including histor-
ical knowledge. However, it is notoriously complex to encode
documents using KG due to the complexity of the format and the
wide choice of possible ontologies. Most historians are unable
to understand KG and even less to use it for annotating a corpus.
Since KG are generic, they need complex transformations to be
visualized, with little support for taming their high complexity.
We argue that historians should aim to model their networks

simply enough to be manipulated by them, in a way that entities
can be traced back to the sources, and expressive enough to model
accurately the social reality of the documents—i.e., having those
three properties: simplicity, traceability, and reality.

Currently, most digital historical projects use unipartite networks
(simple, co-occurrence, and multiplex) that are simple and allow
answering specific questions, but they do not capture all the com-
plexity of the documents, and social scientists may miss important
patterns. For example, modeling only co-occurrences of persons
in documents remove the variety of social relationships these men-
tions can refer to. Moreover, since documents are not explicit in
the unipartite model, it is hard to trace the network entities back to
the sources: the traceability property is not satisfied. On the other
side, multilayer networks and KG allow to model documents as
entities and express complex relationships between various other
entities they mention. These models can be very expressive but
are challenging to use for historians, especially without guidelines;
without simplicity, the traceability and reality properties can be hard
to achieve. Moreover, they are difficult to visualize and analyze,
especially for social scientists.

4.2 Bipartite Multivariate Dynamic Social Network

Historical documents are well modeled by bipartite multivariate
dynamic networks with roles, which have the following properties:
Bipartite: There are two types of nodes, persons and documents

(or events). An event, such as a marriage, is most of the time
witnessed by a document, and we refer to them interchangeably as
events and documents. Events considered in the network can be of



the same sub-type, such as contracts, or of multiple subtypes, e.g.
for genealogy: birth certificates, death certificates.

Links and Roles: A link models the mention of a person in a doc-
ument. Each link has a type corresponding to the role of the
person in the document. For a marriage act, the roles include
wife, husband, witness. This is a key aspect of our model since it
clarifies the relationship between the persons within an event. In
contrast, Jigsaw [44] does not consider the roles.

Multivariate: Each entity of the model can have attributes, that
give additional information. Person nodes are referenced by a key
that reflects the disambiguation process. They can have general
information (standardized name, gender, birth date). Documents
are also identified by a key, e.g., an archive reference. The associ-
ated event can have a date, sometimes a location, and potentially
other information. Links can also carry information to describe
contextual properties (activity, residence, etc.).

Geolocated: Events should have a location when it makes sense.
Dynamic: Events are always dated. We rely on this date since it

encodes the social dynamics of the network.
One of the main benefits of this model is that the document nodes

represent both the physical documents as well as the events the docu-
ments refer to. For example, concerning marriage acts, the document
nodes represent both the physical documents with their texts and also
the marriage events with their characteristics modeled as attributes
(time, location, etc.). This model is simple enough to manipulate
and visualize for historians and allows tracing back every entity of
the network to the documents according to the traceability principle.
Still, the network preserves the reality of the social relationships
mentioned in the sources. More precisely, Cristofoli demonstrates
that bipartite networks ensure no distortion or ambiguity, unlike
projected networks when modeling textual sources [9]. Furthermore,
when attributes are encoded, projected networks require the dupli-
cation of information related to events. For example, the date of a
marriage can be encoded in the document/event node with a bipartite
network while the same information would have to be stored in
parallel links when using a projection.

5 APPLICATIONS

Several tools have been designed for visualizing dynamic bipartite
networks that can also be considered dynamic hypergraphs [38, 46],
but few support attributes and complex interactions. We designed
ComBiNet [40] to explore and navigate through historical docu-
ments modeled as bipartite multivariate dynamic networks and to
help social scientists answer their questions with the help of visual
queries and interactive comparisons of query results. Fig. 2 shows
the interface to compare two meaningful groups of construction
documents in Piemont during the 18th-century [11]. In this example,
we see that the Zo family has more construction contracts in Turin
than the Menafoglio family. Exploring historic datasets modeled as
bipartite multivariate dynamic networks allows answering complex
questions both related to the events (here the constructions) and the
persons while being able to trace back to the original documents
directly in the interface for cleaning or debugging purposes. The
interface, therefore, facilitates the loop between the visualization and
annotation steps, towards new HSNA Visual Analytics environments
supporting historians in their digital workflow.

6 DISCUSSION

Most tools for social network visualization focus solely on the visu-
alization and analysis steps, without considering the whole historical
analysis process, preventing researchers from going back to the
original source, the annotation, or modeling steps. We think visual
analytics tools helping social scientists annotate and model their
data with reality, traceability, and simplicity principles in mind are
essential for conducting socio-historical inquiries with limited fric-
tion, realistic training, and scientific transparency. Concerning the

Figure 2: ComBiNet interface exploring construction contracts in
Piemont during the 18th century [11]. The left menu lets users filter
the data and compare groups. The center view shows the bipartite
network with a node-link diagram. The right view shows a map with the
geolocated construction contracts. The bottom view gives measures
and attribute distributions related to the network and the current filters
and comparisons. The user currently compares the Menafoglio and
Zo families in terms of their construction types and close relationships.

network modeling step, the bipartite multivariate dynamic networks
model well the majority of structured historical documents such
as marriage acts, birth certificates, and business contracts as these
documents refer to specific events (birth, marriage, transaction, etc).
The document nodes, therefore, represent both the textual docu-
ments and the specific events. This dual representation works well
for semi-structured documents but could be more limiting for other
more literary documents. Moreover, structured documents can also
provide information about other relationships not directly linked to
the main events. For example, marriage acts sometimes refer to the
place and date of birth of the spouses along with the names of the
parents. In that case, social historians can either ignore this type of
information in the annotation process or encode it with specific roles
(husband’s father and wife’s father, for example), complexifying the
network’s model with redundant information.

7 CONCLUSION

HSNA is a complex process that starts by collecting historical docu-
ments and ends with elaborating high-level sociological conclusions.
Historians support their conclusions by modeling individuals’ social
relationships extracted from the documents and analyzing the result-
ing networks. We tried to shed light on this process by dividing it
into 5 steps and describing recurrent pitfalls we encountered in our
projects and collaborations. More importantly, we think this process
should be done following the principles of reality, traceability, and
simplicity, to avoid biasing the analysis, allowing to go back to the
original source at any point of the workflow, and using models and
methods simple and powerful enough for social scientists. Visual
analytics software designed for HSNA should consider those princi-
ples to provide tools allowing to follow non-biased and reproducible
analysis starting from the raw documents while supporting histo-
rians in going back and forth more easily between the annotation
and analysis/visualization steps. We discussed the network model-
ing process in depth and claim that bipartite multivariate dynamic
networks satisfies those three core principles, letting historians both
wrangle their data and characterize sociological phenomena using a
common model and visual representation.
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